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”I am a gladiator serving the people of Rome …

Are you not entertained?”

- Maximus Decimus Meridius

THE GLADIATOR
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“Dare mighty things”

It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how the strong man stumbles, 

or where the doer of deeds could have done them better. 

The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; who 

strives valiantly; who errs, who comes short again and again, because there is no effort without error and 

shortcoming. 

But who actually strives to do the deeds; who knows great enthusiasms, great devotions; who spends himself in a 

worthy cause; who at best knows in the end the triumph of high achievement, and who at the worst, if he fails - at 

least fails while daring greatly,

Far better it is to dare mighty things, to win glorious triumphs, even though checkered by failure, than to rank with 

those poor spirits who neither enjoy nor suffer, because they live in the gray twilight that knows not victory nor defeat.

- Theodore Roosevelt 26th President of the U.S. and winner of 1906 Nobel Peace Prize

Faith is taking the first step even when you don't see the whole. 
`

“I have a dream”
- Martin Luther King 1963



Who influenced you?



Who influences you?



The ‘Bad Ass of Hyperbaric’



How to impact the globe - become a better human being



TechKnowledge Abundance



Artificial Intelligence - requires the thinking of tomorrow



Case SCase Study – Glioblastoma Multiforme, age



Surgical resection, Radiotherapy



Cytokine Profile – before HBOT



HBOT 84 hours



Cytokine Profile – 106 hours HBOT



Cytokine Profiles – before and after HBOT



Case Study – Autism 

Case Study DC age 7 Autism

Cytokine Testing pre-HBOT, then again at 70-hours HBOT and final test at 120 hours HBOT.

- High functional autism, non-social, non-verbal.

- Typically between 50-70 hours of HBOT, there is a ‘washout of inflammatory cytokines’ followed 
by reduction of the inflammatory markers corresponding with notable elevation of the anti-
inflammatory cytokines including BDNF (Brain Derived Neurotrophic Factor).

- After 120-hours of HBOT, young DC has significant improvements including global executive 
functioning, talking, instructional responsive, social interactions, drawing and reading.



Autism Case Study DC – before HBOT



Autism Case Study DC – 70 hours HBOT



Autism Case Study DC – 120 hours HBOT



Autism Case Study DC – before and after HBOT



Medical Robots learning algorithms



Dare mighty things ..

We are bold with Vision and Passion

We are blessed with Abundance and Knowledge 

We are committed to stand for Human Rights

We are called to serve the Spirit of Humanity

Accreditation and Standards are the first step

We have a dream
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International Chapters are the second step

'The world we lived in the past has created the problems of today, 

But to solve today’s problems requires the thinking of tomorrow' Einstein

Become part of change 
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